Evolutionary pressure on residue interactions, intramolecular or intermolecular, that are important for protein structure or function can lead to covariance between the two positions. Recent methodological advances allow much more accurate contact predictions to be derived from this evolutionary covariance signal. The practical application of contact predictions has largely been confined to structural bioinformatics, yet, as this work seeks to demonstrate, the data can be of enormous value to the structural biologist working in X-ray crystallography, cryo-EM or NMR. Integrative structural bioinformatics packages such as Rosetta can already exploit contact predictions in a variety of ways. The contribution of contact predictions begins at construct design, where structural domains may need to be expressed separately and contact predictions can help to predict domain limits. Structure solution by molecular replacement (MR) benefits from contact predictions in diverse ways: in difficult cases, more accurate search models can be constructed using ab initio modelling when predictions are available, while intermolecular contact predictions can allow the construction of larger, oligomeric search models. Furthermore, MR using supersecondary motifs or large-scale screens against the PDB can exploit information, such as the parallel or antiparallel nature of any -strand pairing in the target, that can be inferred from contact predictions. Contact information will be particularly valuable in the determination of lower resolution structures by helping to assign sequence register. In large complexes, contact information may allow the identity of a protein responsible for a certain region of density to be determined and then assist in the orientation of an available model within that density. In NMR, predicted contacts can provide long-range information to extend the upper size limit of the technique in a manner analogous but complementary to experimental methods. Finally, predicted contacts can distinguish between biologically relevant interfaces and mere lattice contacts in a final crystal structure, and have potential in the identification of functionally important regions and in foreseeing the consequences of mutations.
Introduction: contact predictions, their potential and their limitations
The accurate prediction of residue contacts in proteins is a long-lasting challenge faced by the scientific community. Today, the prediction of residue contacts is usually performed using programs employing one or both of two algorithms: evolutionary coupling (EC) analysis and supervised machine learning (SML) .
EC methods use sequence information alone to identify the coordinated changes of residue pairs in protein families. These coordinated changes between participating residues are typically driven by the evolutionary pressure to preserve the structure and function of the protein. For many years, the prediction of contacting residue pairs by analysis of the coevolutionary pattern of amino acids in a protein family ( Fig. 1) was limited by the statistical model applied. The socalled local statistical model was unable to distinguish accurate contact predictions, i.e. direct (A-B and B-C) covarying pairs of contacting residues, from indirect (A-C) pairs of residues that covary but are not in contact. A few years later, but largely forgotten until recently, Lapedes and coworkers were the first to apply a global statistical model to successfully overcome this hurdle (Lapedes et al., 1999) . More recently, various research groups revisited this concept and through different learning procedures of the same global model were able to improve the precision of the contact predictions dramatically. Whilst some rely on the principle of inverse covariance matrix estimation (Morcos et al., 2011; Marks et al., 2011; Jones et al., 2012) , it has been shown that pseudolikelihood-based approaches result in the most accurate predictions (Balakrishnan et al., 2011; Ekeberg et al., 2013; Kamisetty et al., 2013) . However, these methods strongly rely on the availability of sufficient sequence homologues to be effective (see, for example, Morcos et al., 2011; Kamisetty et al., 2013; Jones et al., 2015; Marks et al., 2012; Skwark et al., 2014) . Nevertheless, together with the accelerating increases in the size of protein sequence databases (UniProt Consortium, 2015) , these have made accurate contact prediction a reality de Juan et al., 2013) . Prominent contact-prediction methods and ancillary software, especially those available as servers, are listed in Table 1. SML methods use a variety of sequence-dependent and sequence-independent information to predict contacting residue pairs (Cheng & Baldi, 2005; Shackelford & Karplus, 2007; Gonzá lez et al., 2013; Wang & Xu, 2013; Zhang et al., 2016; Du et al., 2016) . These methods derive contacts by analysing protein features, sequence profiles and mutual information. Although generally inferior to EC methods, SML algorithms can outperform EC algorithms for families with fewer homologous sequences (Skwark et al., 2014; Wang & Xu, 2013; Ma et al., 2015) .
Since the SML methods learn and predict residue pairs at the same time, they suffer from a similar inability, as seen with older EC methods employing local statistical models, to distinguish directly and indirectly covarying residue pairs. However, to consider this potentially valuable information, more recent approaches combine methods from both categories: EC and SML. The SML predictions can be used as either priors to EC methods, one such example being GREMLIN (Ovchinnikov, Kinch et al., 2015) , or the output of multiple EC methods along with sequence profiles can be used as features in SML methods, for example MetaPSICOV and PconsC2 (Skwark et al., 2014) . Pipelines combining various EC and SML methods are often referred to as metapredictors, and a useful comparison of the best methods has recently been published (Wang et al., 2017) . In most cases, metapredictors outperform individual EC or SML methods in contact-prediction accuracy, but the improvement in structure prediction is less clear. 1.1. The number and diversity of sequences required for accurate contact predictions
Alongside the earliest EC methods implementing a global statistical model, numerous guides have been proposed to approximate the minimum size of a multiple sequence alignment required for useful contact predictions. Originally, 1000 sequence homologues was considered to be the minimum for accurate predictions (Jones et al., 2012; Marks et al., 2012; Andreani & Sö ding, 2015) . More recently, Marks and coworkers have recommended a more sequence-specific lengthdependent factor for their method EVFold, whereby the sequence count in the alignment should exceed five times the protein length to obtain good ab initio folding results . Others have also suggested similar requirements (Kamisetty et al., 2013) , but more recent work has slightly lowered this threshold by either improved covariancedetection algorithms (Ovchinnikov, Kinch et al., 2015) or the use, where available, of structural information to decode a predicted contact map (Jeong & Kim, 2016) . However, none of these estimates captures the diversity in a collection of sequences, which is also important for accurate contact prediction, and so they can be misleading. One of the most recent guidelines considers the diversity in a multiple sequence alignment after clustering at around 80% sequence identity: the number of effective sequences. Although different groups vary in their choice of sequence-identity cutoff (Morcos et al., 2011; Jones et al., 2015; Skwark et al., 2014; Hopf et al., 2012) , the overall consensus suggests that the number of effective sequences is the most effective measure of alignment diversity and hence a useful predictor of prediction accuracy. The most recent EC methods require around 100-200 effective sequences for the top contact predictions to be accurate Skwark et al., 2014) . The number of contacts which can be accurately predicted increases with the number of effective sequences: to robustly generate accurate three-dimensional structure models requires roughly fivefold more sequences (Ovchinnikov et al., 2017) .
The challenge of distinguishing intramolecular and intermolecular contacts
Currently, the methods used to predict residue-contact pairings cannot reliably distinguish intramolecular and intertopical reviews IUCrJ (2017) . 4, 291-300 Felix Simkovic et al. Contact predictions in structural biology 293 Figure 1 A schematic representation of the various points at which contact predictions, derived from multiple protein-sequence alignments (centre), are of use in the course (left to right) of structure determination by X-ray crystallography or cryo-EM. Applications to solution scattering data and NMR experiments are shown at the lower right. molecular contacts, yet separating the two is important for the optimal performance of many of the methods mentioned below. Intramolecular residue contacts are generally more straightforward to predict, as a single protein-sequence alignment is sufficient. However, if the target forms homooligomers, the final contact prediction will potentially contain both intramolecular and intermolecular contacts if the latter are important for structure and function and hence under evolutionary pressure. Under such circumstances, interpretation of the predicted contacts can be misleading. At the same time, if structural information is available for the monomeric or dimeric protein structure, the predicted contact information can be essential in identifying potentially new oligomeric states by identifying strongly predicted but unsatisfied contact pairs Jana et al., 2014) .
Where structural information to disentangle intramolecular and intermolecular contacts in homo-oligomers is not available, accessibility predictions may help: an intermolecular contact is more likely where both of a candidate contacting pair of residues are predicted to lie at the molecular surface. Already used in some contact-prediction algorithms to help the ranking of intramolecular contacts (for example PconsC2; Skwark et al., 2014) , the continued development of solventaccessible surface-area prediction methods (Heffernan et al., 2015) should facilitate the partitioning of intramolecular and intermolecular contacts in predicted contact maps. For transmembrane proteins, lipophilicity predictions are commonly used to detect membrane-facing residues (Koehler Leman et al., 2015) , which could help to distinguish intermolecular contacts in the bilayer.
In cases of hetero-oligomeric protein complexes, a different challenge is faced when predicting contact pairs. Although the disentanglement of intramolecular and intermolecular contacts is not required, the generation of the multiple sequence alignment for EC methods is challenging because orthologous interacting pairs of sequences must reliably be identified from a large number of species. Typically, sequences from individual alignments are paired using bacterial genome coordinates, i.e. the closer their location in the genome the more likely their co-expression and physical interaction (Ovchinnikov et al., 2014; Hopf et al., 2014; Skerker et al., 2008) . This information is important because the conservation of protein-protein interactions may not be present amongst all homologues. Using this approach, several studies have shown the applicability of EC methods to hetero-oligomeric protein complexes. For example, Hopf and coworkers correctly predicted 17 out of 19 residue contacts in the interface of the DinJ-YafQ complex (Hopf et al., 2014) . Ovchinnikov and coworkers reliably predicted the few contacting residue pairs between the proteins of the 50S ribosomal subunit complex and other protein complexes (Ovchinnikov et al., 2014) . In each case, the predicted contact information enabled accurate models of the protein complexes to be determined based on the individual component structures. A second, simpler method has been developed to create sequence alignments for protein-protein interface contact predictions. This method is bacterial genome-independent and matches orthologous sequence pairs using genome BLAST scores (Iserte et al., 2015; Yu et al., 2016; Ochoa & Pazos, 2010) . In general, this second alignment-generation method may produce a less accurate set of matched pairs for prokaryotic proteins, but has already proven to be useful for protein-protein interactions in eukaryotes (Iserte et al., 2015) , and new methods may well improve the accuracy for these organisms (Gueudré et al., 2016; Bitbol et al., 2016) . The reader is referred to Table 1 for major resources in this area.
Predicting the domain structure of the target
Protein domains are the units of folded protein structure. An accurate accounting of the domain composition of a protein as a potential subject of structural characterization is valuable before target selection, when sample preparation is being planned, and when considering strategies for protein crystal structure solution. Accurately defined domain boundaries improve the performance of various key bioinformatics methods, such as tools that recognize distant homology between (part of) the target and known protein structures (Rigden, 2002) , ab initio modelling (see, for example, Baker et al., 2016) and even contact prediction itself . The recognition of nontrivial evolutionary relationships by sensitive sequence comparisons or (contactaided) ab initio modelling may help the structural biologist at the early stage of assessing the inherent novelty or otherwise of a new putative target. Commonly, proteins are expressed heterologously in an incomplete form, especially for NMR or X-ray crystallographic studies. There are various reasons for this. For example, intrinsically disordered terminal regions, which are known to impede crystallization (Slabinski et al., 2007) , would typically be eliminated from a protein destined for crystallization. Very large proteins, the expression and purification of which are likely to prove difficult, will generally be dealt with in sections commencing and terminating at domain boundaries (see, for example, Zacharchenko et al., 2015) . Finally, as a methodology that is limited in its tractable molecular-weight range, NMR studies often focus on isolated domains.
Predicting domain boundaries using predicted contacts ( Fig. 1 ) is based on a very simple idea: that native contacts, and hence predicted contacts, are more abundant within domains than between domains. Thus, in a contact map for a protein of two equally sized domains, the area containing predicted contacts between residues in the first half and residues in the second half would be sparsely populated in comparison to the zones containing intra-domain predictions. These patterns are often apparent on visual inspection, and have been employed by bioinformaticians to parse target sequences for ab initio modelling Baker et al., 2016) , but can also be analysed quantitatively. For this, putative domain boundaries are sampled along the protein chain, with stronger predictions corresponding to minima in the density of predicted interdomain contacts (Rigden, 2002) . Dating from an epoch of lower quality predictions, the idea has been revisited recently and implemented using a kernel-smoothing topical reviews 294 Felix Simkovic et al. Contact predictions in structural biology method (Sadowski, 2013) . A comparison with other methods of sequence-based domain-boundary prediction showed it to be the best performing and also to be applicable to proteins containing more than two domains (Sadowski, 2013) . That domainpred software would be the recommended approach for structural biologists interested in predicting the domain composition of their proteins of interest, but it seems currently unavailable. However, similar functionality has been made available in ConKit (Table 1) which can accept the required list of predicted contacts in a wide variety of formats. Finally, interesting recent work has also demonstrated the ability of covariance analysis to detect putative folding units within largely intrinsically disordered proteins (Toth-Petroczy et al., 2016) .
Applications to crystal structure determination
For protein crystal structure solution the phasing problemthe ability to only directly measure intensity data -must be overcome using experimental or computational means. Contact prediction is most relevant to molecular replacement (MR) as a computational route to structure solution (Fig. 1) . In MR, a 'search model' that is believed to approximate at least a part of the unknown target structure is positioned in the symmetric unit, usually by sequential rotation and translation steps. This placed structure can then be used as a source of approximate phase information, allowing the calculation of initial electron-density maps. However, before considering MR specifically it is worth reiterating the value, for all phasing approaches, of a comprehensive understanding of the domain structure of the protein target.
Better characterizing the target
Recognized evolutionary relationships between (domains of) the target and known protein structures or families can valuably predict the existence of features facilitating experimental structure solution. For example, metal-binding, basebinding or cofactor-binding sites can each ligate natural ligands, or artificial analogues thereof, containing atoms with useful anomalous scattering properties and/or high masses. Single-crystal or multi-crystal diffraction data in such cases are suitable for solution by anomalous scattering and/or isomorphous replacement approaches (Dauter, 2002; Hendrickson, 2014) . Prominent methods for detecting even distant homologies include HHpred (Sö ding et al., 2005; https:// toolkit.tuebingen.mpg.de/hhpred), Phyre (Kelley et al., 2015;  http://www.sbg.bio.ic.ac.uk/~phyre2/) and FFAS-3D (Xu et al., 2014;  http://ffas.godziklab.org). Such methods to recognize hidden evolutionary relationships between the target and known structures benefit from contact prediction in two ways. Firstly, the improved domain parsing described above can improve the sensitivity of homology-detection tools: known folds or families can be more confidently matched to subsections of the target encompassing individual domains than they can to a whole multi-domain sequence (Rigden, 2002) . Secondly, fold-recognition methods may, in the near future, be able to directly exploit predicted contact information: putative matched folds that are in accord with the predicted contacts for the target, according to the alignment of the two, can be awarded a higher score. Work in this area has recently been published (Ovchinnikov et al., 2017; Taylor, 2016) .
Deriving and ranking search models for MR
Predicted contacts can help to derive better search models by informing on the super-secondary, tertiary and quaternary structure of the target (Fig. 1) . Perhaps the most obvious application lies in using contact predictions to build better structure models. Structural bioinformaticians have been quick to exploit predicted contact information to model representatives of structurally uncharacterized protein families (Ovchinnikov, Kinch et al., 2015; Hopf et al., 2012) . While the results are typically sufficient for very valuable functional inference by fold matching (Ovchinnikov, Kinch et al., 2015) , the overall moderate accuracy of the final models, compounded in some cases by poor backbone stereochemistry , left open the question as to their value to MR. Addressing this issue, Simkovic and coworkers recently explored the value of contact-assisted ab initio models in the context of the AMPLE cluster-and-truncate search-model preparation framework . The work compared unassisted models, those informed by the predictions from the general method PconsC2 (Skwark et al., 2014) , and those guided by a novel combination of PconsC2 with a -sheet-specific method, bbcontacts (Andreani & Sö ding, 2015) . In a set of 21 cases, spanning sizes of 62-221 residues, resolutions of 1.0-2.3 Å and all fold classes, they found multiple targets that could only be solved using models informed by predicted contact information. The benefits of this information were twofold: better modelling of larger proteins extended the upper size limit of the method, and -rich proteins, which were previously very rarely successful (Bibby et al., 2012) , were successfully solved more frequently. A quite independent relevance of predicted contacts to AMPLE's search-model preparation comes from the realisation that predicted contacts, rather like sequence conservation, derive from evolutionary pressure to retain biologically important structural features (see x6). Thus, predicted contacts may help to identify the key features shared between a target that are known or suspected to be only distantly related to deposited structures. The ability of contact predictions to guide search-model preparation, even of single homologues, using AMPLE's truncation approach is currently being explored.
Finally, for tertiary structure, intriguing recent work points to a general ability of contact predictions to enable predictions to be made about alternative conformations of a given structure (Jana et al., 2014; Sfriso et al., 2016) . The rationale here is that any biologically important conformation will lead to evolutionary pressure on relevant contacts that would manifest itself as a detectable covariance between the pair of positions involved. This phenomenon was noted previously during contact-based modelling, where a single modelled structure proved incapable of explaining fully the pattern of topical reviews IUCrJ (2017) . 4, 291-300 covarying residue pairs since the predicted contacts resulted from two distinct conformations . This opens the way to convert a single structure of a homologue of the template to a set of putative conformations (Sfriso et al., 2016) to trial by MR. This might enable successful structure solution in frequently encountered cases where a protein exhibits structural plasticity (open and closed forms, R-and T-state etc.) yet the target crystal is not in a conformation represented by the PDB.
The availability of the bbcontacts algorithm (Andreani & Sö ding, 2015) , which can sensitively detect and distinguish parallel and antiparallel -sheet predictions in a predicted contact map, also offers a route to search-model ranking for library-based MR methods (Fig. 1) . Such programs include ARCIMBOLDO-BORGES, which attempts structure solution using libraries of recurring super-secondary structures composed of a few regular secondary-structure elements derived from an analysis of the PDB (Sammito et al., 2013) . These libraries are relatively large, but the runtimes for structure solution could be reduced by assigning parallel and/or antiparallel -sheets to the target and ordering the processing of search models to prioritize those containing the correct kind of strand matching. Similarly, approaches based on screening of the whole PDB StokesRees & Sliz, 2010 ) may also rank search models according to the predicted -sheet composition of the target.
Predicting the quaternary structure of the target may also be valuable for MR and is relevant for both homo-oligomers and hetero-oligomers (Fig. 1) . In essence, the data-driven docking approaches developed in structural bioinformatics to exploit predicted contact information can be used to derive and rank oligomeric search models. In comparison to individual subunits, these contain a greater fraction of the scattering matter of the target and therefore, if sufficiently accurate, should exhibit improved signal to noise and hence a better chance of successful structure solution. A single docking server, InterEvDock, that automatically incorporates evolutionary covariance into its calculations has very recently become available (Yu et al., 2016; see Table 1 ). It carries out rigid-body docking of two structures using FRODOCK (Ramírez-Aportela et al., 2016). A pool of 10 000 poses is then scored in three different fashions, one being a residue-based co-evolution score derived from the i-COMS server (Iserte et al., 2015; Ochoa & Pazos, 2010;  Table 1 ), and the server reports the top ten consensus models found by clustering the best scoring poses by each of the three evaluations. A crystallographer might also reproduce approaches in which predicted contacts either guide docking (Hopf et al., 2014) with HADDOCK (Dominguez et al., 2003) or rank the results of docking with PatchDock v.1.0 (Duhovny et al., 2002) and refine with Rosetta (Ovchinnikov et al., 2014) . At present, most docking servers are not optimized to exploit predicted contact information: they may accept sets of residues on each docked protein believed to be close to the interface, but do not accept paired predicted contacts. Although this can be expected to change in the near future, a user would currently be obliged to inspect the results manually to determine whether highranking intermolecular contacts are present in poses from some top-performing servers such as ClusPro (Comeau et al., 2004) or servers specialized for the flexible docking of protein partners such as SwarmDock (Torchala et al., 2013) . Finally, it is worth reiterating here the additional difficulties of contact prediction between two different proteins: a concatenated alignment in which orthologues of each are matched between a series of species is required. Reliable identification of such pairs is not trivial. For this reason, some current leading methods such as GREMLIN (Ovchinnikov et al., 2014) have thus far focused on cases in which microbial genome-context information provides additional support for orthologue identification. Of course, for contacts in homo-oligomers these limitations do not apply. Prediction of these assemblies will be particularly reliable in cases such as membrane pores, where symmetry provides an additional useful restraint on docking (see, for example, DiMaio, Leaver-Fay et al., 2011).
Fitting structures and tracing sequences in lower resolution maps and envelopes
The outcomes of structural biology methods that aim to yield atomic models, such as X-ray crystallography and, increasingly, cryo-EM, depend sensitively on the data available. Only at ultrahigh resolution can X-ray structures be accurately refined using the X-ray diffraction data alone since the datato-parameter is too low (Rupp, 2009 ). More typically, the refinement of crystal structures employs additional information to supplement the observed diffraction data, most obviously chemical information such as bond distances but also, where available, additional restraints from noncrystallographic symmetry. At lower resolutions, however, even this additional information may prove to be inadequate for atomic refinement, and reconstructions may therefore comprise only structures or models for individual subunits or domains placed within a low-resolution map or envelope and rigid-body refined. It is in the area of lower resolution structure interpretation that contact predictions have the most to offer by providing additional restraints that should be satisfied by the emerging structural model (Fig. 1) . These predictions will therefore help not only medium-to low-resolution crystal structures and cryo-EM reconstructions, but also the interpretation of envelopes derived from SAXS and SANS (Svergun et al., 2013) . Applications can be divided into those dependent on intramolecular contact predictions and those deriving from intermolecular restraints.
Intramolecular contacts are valuable here in several ways, as already mentioned. For novel folds for which low-resolution data are available, contacts will enable better models to be derived for subsequent fitting into maps or envelopes. These would be cases such as ribosomal structures (see, for example, Brown et al., 2014) , where supernumerary subunits could be modelled ab initio and fitted using the approach mentioned above. In a more recent study, Rosetta-generated ab initio models, guided by evolutionary restraints, were used to resolve the amino-acid registry, the connectivity of the helices and the placement of the subunits of the cytochrome bd topical reviews 296 Felix Simkovic et al. Contact predictions in structural biology oxidase complex in a low-resolution (3.1-4 Å ) electrondensity map derived from weak experimental phase information (Safarian et al., 2016) . In cases where a structure, experimental or modelled, cannot be fitted well to the map or envelope, the prediction of alternative conformations using predicted contacts (Sfriso et al., 2016) may produce better fitting candidate structures.
The assignment of sequence register to a low-resolution, backbone-traced structure is another potential area of application (Fig. 1) . Programs such as Buccaneer (Cowtan, 2006) and ARP/wARP (Langer et al., 2008) recognize side-chain density shape and attempt to dock putatively assigned residues to a provided sequence. However, below a certain resolution the number of assigned residues and the confidence of their identification will drop. At this point contact predictions may help: a strong prediction from one residue that is already docked to the sequence to another ill-defined position may anchor sequence-register definition for a whole range of the target protein. One example of such an application is the successful tracing of the protein sequence of the a subunit of Thermus thermophilus V/A-ATPase in a 6.4 Å resolution cryo-EM density map, which resulted in a complete model of the rotary ATPase (Schep et al., 2016) . Covariance analysis was also used to confirm the helical assignments of the 2.95 Å resolution crystal structure of a human tetraspanin (Zimmerman et al., 2016) . There is therefore a need to make predicted contact information conveniently available from within structure-building and refinement programs.
As mentioned above, predicted intermolecular contacts offer a generic way to rank and select the most likely interaction mode of a pair of structures (Ovchinnikov et al., 2014; Hopf et al., 2014; Yu et al., 2016) . The most obvious application is therefore to assist in the interpretation of density for multisubunit complexes. Proteins that are significantly anisotropic can often be fitted quite reliably even at lower density, but three-dimensional forms with fewer features often fit equally well to a map or envelope in several ways (Joseph et al., 2016) . Disambiguating these situations using sequence conservation has recently been explored (Joseph et al., 2016) , but predicted contacts arguably offer a more direct signal of intermolecular interaction and are independent of existing interaction information (Segura et al., 2016) . For example, in the cytochrome bd oxidase work mentioned above, covariation information was used to confirm the intermolecular interactions resulting from the placement of the covariance-assisted ab initio models (Safarian et al., 2016) . In the future, such information could be used in several fashions. Use might first entail the prior generation of range of potential multimeric structures, each in broad agreement with the predicted contact signal, in the expectation that one might fit much better than the others. Such a library could also be used for direct fitting to experimental scattering information (see, for example, Schindler et al., 2016; Jimenez-Garcia et al., 2015) . Secondly, putative fits for a first subunit could be visually inspected for those that are compatible with the placement of the second subunit in such a way as to satisfy the predicted contacts. Thirdly, programs for the automated fitting of structures to density such as gammaTEMPy (Pandurangan et al., 2015) or 3DIANA (Segura et al., 2016) could be engineered to directly include satisfaction of predicted contact information in their scoring functions. More speculatively, predicted contacts may ultimately inform not just on the orientation of the known subunits in a complex but also on the composition of a complex, information that may be only incompletely available. Thus, future genome-scale screening to find which proteins share covarying residue pairs with which others, and thereby assemble an in silico interactome, has already been envisaged (Hopf et al., 2014) . Such information might help the structural biologist synthesize, purify and reconstruct all necessary components of the stable, biologically relevant macromolecular complex.
Nuclear magnetic resonance
NMR is a method in which the use of labelling strategies to provide additional restraints, particularly long-range distance restraints, to guide folding has been key to extending the upper bound on tractable molecular weight to larger proteins (Raman et al., 2010; Lange et al., 2012; Gö bl et al., 2014) . For RNA and protein-RNA complexes, additional restraints have been derived from EPR information (Duss et al., 2014 (Duss et al., , 2015 , and fluorescence can also provide distance restraints (Gö bl et al., 2014) . However, researchers have also been quick to perceive the value of predicted contacts derived from evolutionary covariance (Tang et al., 2015) which, in comparison to experimental methods, avoid complications relating to the labelling of the macromolecule (Duss et al., 2015) and to any modification-induced change to the structure, dynamics or function of the target. The major effort in the area so far is EC-NMR (Tang et al., 2015) , in which CYANA is used to generate structural ensembles based on both NMR data (NMR resonance assignments for 1 H-15 N and/or 1 H-13 C methyl resonances and NOESY cross-peaks) and covariancebased predicted contacts. These ensembles are then used in an iterative fashion to revisit and edit the input data, with the one data type providing an internal check on the other, enabling the elimination of incorrect NOESY peaks and false-positive contact predictions. The method thus elegantly exploits the complementarity of the two data sources, ultimately producing structures based on refined and improved input data sets. Contact-prediction information can also be fed into CSRosetta since Rosetta's sampling and scoring functions have proven to be highly effective for structure determination by NMR (Raman et al., 2010; van der Schot & Bonvin, 2015) .
Structural analysis and interpretation
When analysing a refined crystal structure, it is not always straightforward to distinguish biologically meaningful interactions between subunits from those intermolecular contacts that simply result from the formation of a crystal lattice (Capitani et al., 2016) . Years of research suggest that no single metric of interfaces can partition physiologically relevant interactions from mere crystal contacts (Jones & Thornton, 1996) , so that current state-of-the-art approaches such as jsPISA offer multiple relevant measurements such as interface topical reviews IUCrJ (2017) . 4, 291-300 area, hydrophobicity and predicted binding energy (Krissinel, 2015) . Contact predictions offer a further appealing way to distinguish the two interface classes (Fig. 1) since, as mentioned at the outset, evolutionary covariance spanning an interface will only emerge where pressure to maintain the interaction has been exerted during evolution. Although complications will emerge when, for example, homologous proteins genuinely differ in their oligomeric state, notably successful use of contact predictions to help parse crystal structure contents has already been seen with structures of protocadherin domain fragments (Nicoludis et al., 2015) . There, contact predictions supported certain interfaces as biologically relevant over others of similar size and performance with respect to conventional metrics, in a fashion also supported by sequence conservation and the positions of posttranslational modification sites.
Structural bioinformatics provides a wide variety of orthogonal analyses that can help to predict the location of functional sites in a given structure (Rigden, 2017) . The density of the covariance signal across the structure, coded for example as an EC score reflecting the number and the strength of the contact predictions associated with each residue, has the potential to be a useful addition to the list (Fig. 1) . For example, in work using contact predictions to fold transmembrane proteins, residues with high scores were found at known substrate-binding sites . Similarly, in models of families that have not yet been structurally characterized experimentally, high-scoring residues were found at predicted catalytic or cofactor-binding sites and lining probable pores . More recent work takes a network approach to infer functional sites from contact predictions (Parente et al., 2015) . One example is the identification of functional residues, both catalytic and interfacial, in the aldolase family using eigenvector centrality, which describes residue hotspots in contact maps (Parente et al., 2015) . A very recent paper exploits a known structure to aid the interpretation of contact-prediction information, enabling functional site prediction (Jeong & Kim, 2016) . Another study uses contact predictions to identify druggable protein-protein interfaces through a combination of fragment docking and EC methods (Bai et al., 2016) , and a further recent paper demonstrates the value of the covariance signal for inferring the detrimental or benign nature of single amino-acid polymorphisms . Finally, it is interesting to view longstanding conventional sequence conservation (Ashkenazy et al., 2016) and the new pairwise covariance methods discussed here as the simplest cases of coevolutionary analysis, an analysis which can readily be extended to determine larger functionally relevant covarying groups (Grigolon et al., 2016) .
Rosetta as a unifying structural bioinformatics framework
The utility of contact predictions can be compared with that of experimental methods for deriving distance restraints, such as chemical cross-linking (Belsom et al., 2016) , spin-labelling combined with electron paramagnetic resonance (Fischer et al., 2016) or fluorescence (Gö bl et al., 2014) , which have played such a valuable role in the integrative structure determination of large complexes (Webb et al., 2011) . Recent blind analysis of the value of experimental cross-linking data to protein structure prediction (Belsom et al., 2016) has highlighted the limitations of uneven coverage and poor definition of -sheets. Selective labelling to gain long-range distance information for NMR of large proteins also suffers from its own complications (Lange et al., 2012) when the methyl-containing probe residues are unevenly distributed. Although contact prediction has its own limitations, it is well placed to occupy a complementary role to experimental distance restraints (Tang et al., 2015) . Effectively exploiting contact predictions alongside sources of experimental restraints for structure prediction requires an extensible and unifying structural bioinformatics approach. Here, it is worth considering Rosetta in more detail as a software package that is well suited to this rationale and has a considerable track record in this area.
Macromolecular structure-prediction approaches such as Rosetta are based on the hypothesis that the native states of proteins are at global free-energy minima, and carry out a large-scale search of conformational space for the lowest energy structure. The success of such approaches depends on two factors: the accuracy of the energy function and the ability of the search to converge on the lowest energy state. Because of the very large number of degrees of freedom in biomolecular systems, the second challenge, the search problem, is the primary bottleneck to accurate prediction. For all but the smallest proteins (less than 80 amino acids), the conformational space is too large for accurate ab initio structure prediction. However, when experimental information is available it can be used to focus the search for lowest energy states on the relevant part of the conformational search and can enable the determination of the structures of quite complex proteins and biomolecular complexes. For example, the incorporation of even quite limited electron-density data (DiMaio, Terwilliger et al., 2011; DiMaio et al., 2013) , NMR data (Raman et al., 2010; van der Schot & Bonvin, 2015) or cryo-EM data into Rosetta can allow the generation of very accurate models. In contrast to conventional structure-prediction methods, the experimental data do not fully determine the structureinstead they guide the search process -and hence fewer data are required. Co-evolution data are treated within Rosetta just as experimental data are, and the power of co-evolution restraints to guide the search for the lowest energy structures has been illustrated in multiple quite accurate blind predictions Safarian et al., 2016) . Within this framework, the integration of co-evolution data with cryo-EM, X-ray or NMR data is straightforward: all are read into Rosetta and used to guide the conformational search. The issue of how to weight the different sources of information (co-evolution data versus experimental data) guiding the search can be resolved by experimenting with different weightings and choosing that which results in models with the lowest energy. 
Conclusion
As we have shown, predicted contacts deriving from evolutionary covariance already offer exciting possibilities to the experimental structural biologist as much as to the bioinformatician. The area remains highly active and new approaches (see, for example, Yang et al., 2016) can confidently be expected to continue to improve performance in the near future. These include approaches where additional information can be exploited to improve the precision of contact predictions Hopf et al., 2012; Wang & Barth, 2015; Hö nigschmid & Frishman, 2016) . Other recent progress has been made in the prediction of interacting pairs of proteins, from among paralogous families, without the help of genome-context information, developments which should increase the reach of intermolecular contact prediction still further (Gueudré et al., 2016; Bitbol et al., 2016) .
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